Immigration Update
by Christine Lockhart Poarch

The FBA’s Proposal for the Creation of a
Federal Immigration Court
Recently, the FBA Immigration Law Section
proposed that Congress establish a new, specialized court under
Article I of the Constitution. This new court would be created
by transferring the adjudicatory responsibilities currently performed by the Executive Office of Immigration Review (EOIR) in
the Department of Justice (DOJ) to the U.S. judiciary. The FBA
adopted the Immigration Law Section’s proposal during the FBA
Board of Directors’ recent determination of the 2013–2014 Issues
Agenda. Through that agenda, the Federal Bar Association has
now called upon Congress to create a specialized federal court for
the adjudication of immigration claims under the Immigration and
Naturalization Act.

Background: The Immigration Law Section’s Proposal
The legal community has been aware, since at least the 1980s,
of the defects of the current immigration adjudication system,
which time has only made more pronounced. The Hon. Dana
Leigh Marks, president of the National Association of Immigration
Judges, published an article discussing the need for this reform in
the March 2012 edition of The Federal Lawyer (available on the
FBA website). A number of other legal groups have also endorsed
the creation of an independent immigration court. Those developments prompted H. Raymond Fasano, chair of the Immigration
Law Section, to appoint a committee to draft a proposal for the
creation of an Article I Immigration Court. Following lively debate
within the committee, the section’s board adopted a revised
proposal that has been endorsed by the FBA’s National Board of
Directors and included in the FBA’s Issues Agenda.

In a Nutshell: The Problems and Potential Solutions
Although Congress directed that immigration judges should be
considered administrative judges, raised their compensation to the
approximate level of administrative law judges, and even granted
contempt authority1; the DOJ still considers immigration judges
to be department attorneys. The due process protections of the
Administrative Procedures Act (APA) do not apply in immigration
proceedings. DOJ also retains ultimate control over immigration
judge decisions and employment. They are thus placed in an

ethical dilemma, as the public (and the courts of appeals) perceive
them as independent, when they are actually subject to substantial
agency supervision.
Further, EOIR, which is the home for immigration judges as
well as the Board of Immigration Appeals, has an agency rather
than a court structure, with many layers of supervision and administration. This reform would result in cost-savings through greater
efficiency. EOIR would be reorganized as a court system, with
per-judge funding either equal to that of district judges, or roughly
equal to that of other Article I judges (such as bankruptcy and
magistrate judges). These substantial improvements in resources
and efficiency could be realized without additional expenditures
by Congress.
There is another system of trial courts within EOIR—the Office
of the Chief Administrative Hearing Officer (OCAHO), designed
to hear employer sanctions cases.2 Because such actions involve
U.S. citizens, Congress provided for their adjudication by administrative law judges, rather than immigration judges, and so these
proceedings are subject to the protections of the APA. However,
the employer sanctions regime never realized its anticipated volume, and OCAHO lapsed into relative inactivity even though it is
still staffed as a separate division of EOIR. Merging the functions
of these two trial divisions would result in greater savings and
efficiency.
Finally, revenue to fund the court would be created not only
by realized savings, but also by the generation of court filing fees.
EOIR generally does not collect fees for the adjudications that it
conducts, as they are collected and retained by the Department
of Homeland Security. Those fees that EOIR does collect, such as
for appeals and motions to reopen, have not been increased in two
decades and are clearly inadequate.

The Proposal
First, the proposal would abolish the present Executive Office
for Immigration Review in the Department of Justice and transfer
its functions to a newly created U.S. Immigration Court. The U.S.
Immigration Court would be administered by the Administrative
Office of the U.S. Courts, as is the Bankruptcy Court. A chief immi-
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gration appeals judge, nominated by the President with Senate
confirmation, would direct the U.S. Immigration Court and serve
for a five-year term.
The court would consist of two levels:
• An appellate level of 15 immigration appeals judges, analogous
to the present Board of Immigration Appeals (BIA). The President would appoint these members to 15-year terms with Senate confirmation. The initial panel would be divided into three

clerical duties. Rather than being an administrative bureaucracy as it is now, the immigration court staff will be responsive
to its judges and to the public.
• Cost Savings: According to the Administrative Office of the U.S.
Courts, the cost of operations for one U.S. district judge (including staff, office, and courtroom) is $1.1 million. Although EOIR
is far less transparent, a best estimate of the similar cost for an
immigration judge is $1.0 million. Considering the vast superiority in resources possessed by the district court as opposed to

“[An Article I immigration court] will foster greater judicial independence, costsavings, and speed in deciding immigration claims.”
—Karen Silberman, Federal Bar Association Executive Director
groups, with staggered appointments for 5, 10, and 15 years.
Decisions will be made by three-judge panels; and
• A trial level of immigration judges, appointed for 15-year terms
by the relevant judicial circuit, in a manner similar to that of
bankruptcy judges.
To ensure that the work of the present immigration judges and
BIA continue without disruption, all current immigration judges
and BIA board members would be appointed to initial terms.
Compensation would be essentially the same as it is now,
except that all judges will be paid at the same rate, regardless of
their years of service. This would, in effect, raise the pay of more
junior judges; although, as the highest rate is reached in only four
or five years, most judges currently receive the highest rate. The
proposal would also make the Judicial Retirement System available to judges of the immigration court, just as it is for magistrate
and bankruptcy judges. To cover these additional expenses, the
court would collect fees for the matters it adjudicates, at the rates
presently charged by the Department of Homeland Security. Fees
for appeals and motions would be increased to reasonable levels.
The employer-sanctions functions of the administrative law
judges of the Office of the Chief Administrative Hearing Officer
would be merged with the traditional immigration judge function.
This would permit greater flexibility, in that any U.S. immigration judge would have jurisdiction over cases under the sanctions
regime. This would eliminate the expense and inefficiency of having a separate organization to hear sanctions cases.
Finally, retired judges could be used as senior judges to augment
the capabilities of the immigration court as needed, and discipline
and removal of judges would be handled in a judicial manner.

the immigration court, it is clear that funds are not being utilized in an optimum manner under the present system. Freeing
up these resources will enormously enhance the mission of the
U.S. Immigration Court and permit more efficient justice. Collecting fees for adjudication of applications and appeals should
more than compensate for the increases in compensation and
expenses of an Article I court. Moreover, efficient combination
of the function of immigration judges with that of the administrative law judges in employer sanctions cases will create
additional cost savings, including travel costs.
• Increased Professionalism: Finally, it will elevate the percep-

Advantages Over the Present System.
• Independence: The immigration court would be fully independent of the executive branch. No longer will judges be intimidated or disciplined for their good-faith decisions.
• Best Use of Judicial Resources and Traditional Judicial Authority: Judges will have greater control over their cases. Now,
judges lack authority to supervise law clerks and support
personnel. Judges will be able to devote their time to deciding
cases rather than finding files, making copies, and performing
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tion of the practice of immigration law to the true federal specialty that it is. The difficulties faced by EOIR in appropriately
sanctioning unauthorized practitioners will be managed by
the existing licensure requirements of the U.S. court system,
which require appropriate bar membership. This will protect
the public and ensure greater accountability by immigration
practitioners in general.

Future Possibilities
In addition to using existing resources more efficiently and
flexibly, establishing the U.S. Immigration Court under Article I
could have benefits in the more distant future. The draft bill provides for a study of the feasibility of consolidating all immigrationrelated adjudications in the immigration court. Currently, the
Departments of Homeland Security, State, and Labor maintain
review units that interpret various aspects of the Immigration and
Nationality Act. Some of those units comprise administrative law
judges while others are staffed by non-attorney officers. Having a
single body making these decisions would promote consistency,
efficiency, and fidelity to the law.
Once the U.S. Immigration Court is well established, Congress
might even consider transferring criminal jurisdiction over misdemeanor immigration violations to the immigration court. This
would take considerable pressure from district courts, especially

those located in border states that are currently inundated with
prosecutions for illegal entry and other minor violations.

Conclusion
The Immigration Law Section of the Federal Bar Association is
grateful that the Federal Bar Association has included this reform
in its current Issues Agenda. Congressional establishment of an
Article I Immigration Court would bring about judicial independence, cost savings, and speed in deciding immigration claims. In
addition, the administration of justice under the immigration laws
would be improved. This would bring to immigration law the same
level of professionalism and quality of justice that the bankruptcy
and debtor–creditor law experienced through the creation of the
Article I Bankruptcy Courts. It is, we believe, high time. 

Endnotes
Illegal Immigration Reform and Immigrant Responsibility Act
of 1996, division C of Pub. L. No. 104-208, sections 304, 371 [the
latter amended by section 1125(c)(4) of National Defense Authorization Act for FY 2004].
2
Immigration Reform and Control Act of 1986, Pub. L. No.
99-603.
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